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ABSTRACT 

A complete integrated analog switch matrix allowing a large input signal and amplitude, and 
demonstrating outstanding performances, namely, a 46 dB feedthrough on channel at 1 GHz and 
a 9.5 Q switch resistance in the ON state (R0N), was developed and fabricated in a standard 1 J.1m 
QED/A TriQuint GaAs process. The main advancement of this new concept is that the drive signal 
opening the switch tracks the input signal with an added positive offset. This constant positive 
offset results in a very low RoN· while keeping the switch dimensions and power dissipation 
acceptably small. This new concept has allowed a monolithic integration of the switches with their 
drive circuitry and control logic into the 13 x 13 x 2 analog switch matrix, which is a unique 
solution. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Non-blocking analog switch matrices have many applications in telecommunications, 
especially where the diversity of communication protocoles (e.g. IS01, 2) must be supported Uda 

(1994), Kusonoki (1992), Gardiner (1989), Slobodnik (1989) and Feng (1994). In this domain 
where a high input signal amplitude and low insertion loss are important, an integrated solution 
has been lacking, although digital matrices have already appeared on the market (e.g. TQ8015-17 
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16 x 16 crosspoint-switch matrices from TriQuint). 

Based on: Uda (1994) our new concept of the input tracking switch drivers (patent pending) 
leading to a low and constant RoN while allowing a large input amplitude, and Kusonoki (1992) a 

careful choice of the technology, we have developed the first monolithically integrated analog 
switch matrix providing performances similar to those offered by digital matrices. This matrix 
was developed in collaboration with NHC Communications specialized in digital communication 
systems. The developed non-blocking crosspoint analog switch matrix was fabricated in a standard 
1 J.l.1l1 QED/A GaAs process from TriQuint Semiconductors. The main reason for this choice of 
technology was that it supports relatively high voltages (-12V gate to drain/source breakdown) 
resulting in a design admitting a large input voltage swing (8 V p·p for the chosen supply voltages). 

Furthermore, this technology is well established with a reasonable yield and offers a standard cell 
library, which is very useful for mixed signal designs. 

The outstanding performances demonstrated by the circuit, which has been designed, such as 
small physical dimensions, low power dissipation, very low insertion loss and very low 
feedthrough has allowed us to integrate the analog switch matrix with a control logic in a 13 x 13 x 
2 switch matrix. The integration of analog and digital parts resulted in a high-bandwidth integrated 
circuit with a low pin count. 

Target performances of the designed matrix are presented in Tablel. 

'Iilble 1: The main specification of Switch Matrix 

switching capacity 13x13x2 

analog signal swing 8Vp·p 

on-state resistance RoN <9.5 ohms 

~ON 10% 

frequency bandwidth DC to over 1GHz 

feedthrough on channel <-70 dB @ 100MHz, <-45db @ 1GHz 

switch setup time <30ns 

dissipated power I cell 30mW 

signal phase shift Od 

In this paper we describe the global architecture of the analog switch matrix, together with a 
new concept of the input tracking switch drivers. The excellent performances of this IC are shown 
as well. 

2. GLOBAL ARCHITECTURE 

Tight requirements for RoN• feedthrough on channel and circuit surface determined the circuit 
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architecture and limited the dimensions of the matrix. Taking into account all the performance 

constraints, a matrix with dimensions of 13 x 13 x 2, i.e.containing two parallel matrices 13 x 13, 

was designed. Note that the 8 address lines necessary for the 13 x 13 matrix allowed the maximal 

dimensions of 16 x 16. 

The developed matrix consists of two main blocks, as shown in Figure 1. The first one is a 

digital block containing the control logic which decodes an address sent on the address lines 

(XO 1-4, YO 1-4), reading the input data (Din) and thus providing one internal digital control signal 

for each switch (CfRLi) in both 13 x 13 matrices. A full functionality of a digital control block 

will be described in section 2.1. 

(b) 

(a) 

Din 
~ 

XOI-4 

digital 159 internal ~ 

digital ·matrix matrix control 
ctrl lines · 13X13 13X13 26 outpuls 

logic 
~ 

YOI-4 Ctrll -159 

t.. t external ctrl signals 13 inpuls 13 inpuls 

Figure 1.. Block diagram of the analog 13 x 13 x 2 switch matrix (a), showing the internal organi
zation of the switching block (b). 

The second block is an analog one , formed by a matrix of analog switches. Each of the analog 

switches contains a switch and drive circuitry providing the analog drive signals necessitated by 

the switching devices inside each switch (Figure 1 (b)). Depending on the state of the 159 control 

signals, the drive blocks in a corresponding switch produce the adequate drive signals. These 

signals are used directly to open and close the switches, as described in section 2.2. The internal 

architecture of the analog switch matrix is shown in Figure 2. The main matrix is divided into two 

identical 13 x 13 matrices having independent inputs and outputs, however they share the same 

control signals. Therefore, the connections effected by both matrices are parallel. The switches in 

each matrix are organized in a crosspoint network containing 13 rows and 13 columns of switches 
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Barber (1988). Therefore each input signal is propagated to an output through only one switch. 

This arrangement produces the lowest possible RoN. Each of the switches in the matrix is 

controlled by a dedicated control signal, therefore a chosen input signal can be broadcasted to 

several outputs, or on the contrary, several inputs can be directed to a single output. In each of 

these 13 x 13 matrices 12 inputs and outputs are available for the external user. The 13-th input 

and output, although having a full functionality, are added only for the test purpose. These lines 

(test_lines) enable the broadcast from a chosen input to the test line or the propagation of a test 

signal to a chosen output. 

2.1. Controllogic 

In a following section an abbreviated description of the functionality of the designed digital 

control logic, handling the read and write operations is given. To differentiate between a read of 

the present connection pattern of the switch and a write of the new state to an internal control line 

indicated by the present address, the R/W control line is provided. 

During both read and write operations, the addresses sent on the 8 address lines are 

sequentially decoded, and corresponding input data bits sent on the Din line pass through two 

levels of latches. The propagation of the decoded data through the latches proceeds with the 
corresponding clock signals and is enabled by the chip select signal. 

Outl Out2 Out13 Out14 Out15 Out26 

Figure 2. Internal architecture of the crosspoint switch matrix 

The write operation generates the internal digital control signals CfRLl-159 used by the 

analog part to set the state of the switches for both 13 x 13 matrices. Each of these lines activates 
or deactivates one switch in each of the 13 x 13 matrices, so that the same connection pattern is 
present in both matrices. When the read operation is enabled, the state of the internal CfRL line 
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indicated by the present address lines appears on output data line. 

2.2. Basic switch structure 

The circuit topology of one T-switch, as depicted in Figure 3, consists of two series depletion 
MESFETs (Q1, Q2) and one shunt depletion MESFET (Q3), and was designed to provide, 
simultaneously, the resistance in the on state <RoN) of 9.4 ohm and isolation grater than 50 dB at 1 
GHz. The main role of the transistor Q3 is to increase the isolation between input and output.. 

~RV_l VoRV_l 
_j_ 

Vin Vout 

Figure 3. Configuration of a T switch 

The depletion MESFETs used in the T-switch have pinch-off voltages between -0.45V and 
-0.75V. In order to turn the switch on, the DRV _1 signal has to be brought above V in and the 
DRV _2 should approach Vee· In this case, transistors Q1 and Q2 are on and Q3 is off, and the 
input signal passes through. The on resistance of the switch is determined by the resistance of two 
transistors connected in series. However, for a low RoN· two conditions must be satisfied: the 
width of the transistors must be sufficient and the DRV _1 must be close to the opening of the gate 
diodes (about 0.6V above Vin), as discussed in section 3.1. 

Conversely, to turn the switch off, DRV _1 must be brought at least 0.75V below Vin, and 
DRV _2 close to OV. In this case, Q1 and Q2 are off and Q3 conducts, and the switch is off. To 
improve the isolation when the switch is off, DRV _1 should approach Vee 

2.3. General considerations 

The major difficulty in the design of an analog switch based on GaAs MESFETs used as the 
transmission gates arises from the fact that the gate of the MESFET conducts a substantial current 
when the gate-channel diode is forward-biased (gate and source voltage approaching 0.7V). The 
possibility of the gate conduction in the transistors forming the switch should be avoided. 
Therefore, the level of a drive signal closing the switch (VnRv_1) must be constrained within a 
range, and it is limited by 
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VIN + Vr < VDRV_l < VIN + 0.7V' 

where YIN is the analog input signal and Yris a transistor threshold voltage. If the amplitude 

of the analog input signal exceeds this limit, the control voltage should track the input signal, 
staying within the defined limit. 

Figure 4. YnRv _1 signal tracking YIN with a constant offset in a basic switch 

For the low resistance of the closed switch RoN• the control signal V DRV 1 should be as high as 

possible. To attain a very low RoN of the switch while keeping the switch dimensions reasonable, 

it is necessary not only to track the input voltage, but also to force a positive level shift of the 
control voltage. In most cases it is preferable to keep the RoN constant, and therefore it is 

necessary that YnRV _1 tracks the input signal YIN with a constant offset (Figure 4). 

Analog switch drivers with a similar feature have not yet been reported. In this paper, therefore, 
the single chip large signal analog switch with an up-shifted input tracking control is described. 

2.4. Design of a switch-driver for large analog signal switches 

In order to meet the tightest requirement- very low feedthrough- the T-switch configuration was 
adopted (Figure 3). In order to meet a low and constant RoN• the condition VIN + Vr < VvRv 1 < 
VIN + 0.7V is necessary but not sufficient. 

YnRV_1=f(CTRL, YIN) 

YnRV_2=f(C1RL, VIN) 

Figure 5. Input signal follower with a positive offset. 
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The lowest values of RoN are reached with the drive signal closing the switch as high as 

possible without opening the gate channel diode of Qland Q2. The switch driver therefore has to 

be designed in such a way that VnRV_l approaches VIN + 0.7V. This limit was set slightly lower, at 

VIN + 0.6V, since the circuit should exhibit a correct behavior in all technological comers, as 

shown in Figure 4. 

input si~ ~al 1r-n output 

Vdrv_l 

L+- Follower r- Level-shift Buffer 

+ 
output Vdrv_l 

Follower f- Level-shift Buffer 

Vctrl tl Vdrv_2 J-

Figure 6. Block scheme of the switch drive circuitry 

The circuit capable of providing the desired VnRV_l is depicted in Figure 5. This circuit 

consists of a two-stage level-shifting circuit providing a positive level shift. The source-follower 
forming the first stage is used to increase the input impedance of the second stage formed by 
transistors Q4, Q5 and a Schottky diode. The positive level shift introduced by a forward-biased 

diode is maintained by the transistors Q4 and Q5. The drive signal VnRV_l for the switch is 

provided by an inverting amplifier, whose power supply is derived from a positively shifted analog 

input signal VIN_l• and which is driven by the control signal (V cnu). Careful ratioing of the 

transistor widths is necessary to meet a trade-off between the power dissipation, offset level, and 
attenuation 

The block scheme of a complete driver for the large signal analog switch which has been 
designed is depicted in Figure 6, and the detailed scheme appears in Figure 7. Since the switch has 

to be bi-directional, the drive signal VnRV_l depends on both analog input and output signals (VJN. 

Vom). The drive signal VnRv_2 for transistor Q3 of the switch is provided through a cascade of 

two inverters 
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Figure 7. Detailed schematic of the driving circuitry with a switch 

The layout of a complete analog switch cell containing aT-switch and its drive block is shown 

in Figure 8. The size of a single switch cell was reduced to 240 x 2401Jm, resulting in a total chip 

area of about 40mm2 
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Figure 8. Layout of the analog switch cell 

2.5. Characteristics of the analog switch 

The frequency dependence of insertion loss and the phase shift for the closed switch are shown in 
Figure 9 (a), (b). All the technological corners a displayed since the switch should perform 
sufficiently well even in the worst case. The RoN is almost insensitive to the signal DC level and 

remains almost invariant (within 5%) in the whole signal range. Note that up to 1GHz the insertion 
loss is constant and its value increase of 1dB at 4 GHz. 

The frequency dependence of channel isolation for the open switch is shown in Figure 10. The 
switching time measured for a 100MHz full amplitude signal is less than 20ns (Figure 11). All the 
simulation results were obtained using PSpice. 
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Figure 9. Frequency dependence of insertion loss (a), and signal phase shift (b) for the 
closed switch in all technology corners 
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Figure 10. Frequency dependence of channel isolation for the open switch 
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Figure 11. Switching time; (a) control signal, (b) output signal 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

The frrst fully integrated large signal analog switch matrix having the dimensions of 13 x 13 x 2 

was developed based on our new concept of the input tracking switch drivers. This circuit was 

fabricated in a standard 1 ~ QED/A GaAs process from TriQuint. The design considerations and 

experimental results of important parameters of the developed switch matrix were presented 

altogether in this paper. 

The matrix cell surface and power dissipation were carefully optimized to obtain a desired high 
level of integration without sacrificing the circuit performances. The IC which was designed 

satisfies the target specifications, and is capable of operating within the DC to 3.7GHz range, with 

a signal of up to 8V p-p· 
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